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ABSTRACT

The Heisenberg and Lioui/ille dynamical equations are mapped

using the Wave-Packet Phaps Space Representation. A semiclas,

sical perturbative expansion is introduced - the Quasi-

Causal Approximation - for the Green function and an expres^

sion for transition probabilities is derived up to the first

order. ^ £
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a previous paper* , to be refered as I,we have

presented results related to a c-nurober sapping formal»

ism (an alternative approach to the Wignar-Weyl(WW)pic

ture) which makes use of the Gaussian Wave-Packet or

coherent states representation Jp q^ . The labol(p,q )

is associated to a phase space - the Wave-Packet Phaso

Space Representation (WPPSR) - on which the abstract

operators 0,6 (with [ 5 ^ 3 m i \ ) operate and are re£

resented by

(i.i.)

We remember that the parameter Q., , present in the

malism, is related to the degree of deviation of the

state |p q}from the sharp representations |p) and \q^,

holding the limits li^p q) - Jq> and lim \p q> - | p).

A peculiarity of the WPPSR is that every operator has

two different mapped expressions* the covariant and

contravariant forms and, in particular, th« covariant

form of the statistical operator p , P (pfq)t never

assumes negative values, being therefore interpreted as

a probability distribution function in the phase space.

The contravariant form does not posses this property *
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Ths present work is devoted to the dynamical as

pacts of this mapping technique! more specifically» we

derive the mapped quantum dynamical Haisanberg and

Liouville equations in the covariant and contravariant

foras (section 2). Furthermore as the mapped equations

and functions become dependent on the phase space varia

bles we concern ourselves with the semidassical as-

pects of the formulation. In connection with this point

some years ago Heller* ' has suggested the use of the

classier! Liouvillian operator, instead of the quantal

in the r o pagator as an approximate scheme for obtaining

a sem:: jjsical Wigner Distribution Function (WDF) at

time t "nee this function is known at the initial time

t . T is aproximation assumes the classical evolution

of e vA phase space point in the initial WDF, which

alrea;y contains quantum ingredients since it is con-

strue* ad from a chosen uiavafunction. Later, Lee and

Scully' ' have adopted this suggestion in order to

calculate the transition probabilities for

the atom-diatom collinear collision* ',

being this approach known as Statistical Quasiclassical

(SQC). Recently we have shown * ' that in the WW

picture the SQC method could be considered as the

zeroth order of an ij power series expansion of the

full quantum propagator and we also derived the first

order correction that was called for convenience Quasi-

Causal Approximation (QCA).
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In section 3 of the present work, we derive the

QCA for the Green function in the WPPSR and also

discuss the limit ̂ ~"0 in* a propagated Distribution

Function (or) because this limit generally loads to
(2)inconvenient singularities* . However we show that

this kind of problem can be avoided ones we percsitra

that the Planck constant enters the quantum Liouville

equation through *a» independent sources - one of them

is the initial Of while the other is the quantum evolu

tion operator because % is contained in the quantum

Liouvillian-and if we establish an order to take this

limit the singularities do not appear* In section 4

we make use of the QCA in the derivation of the transai

tion probabilities and discuss how it can be used for

a particular inelastic collision. In section 5 ure givo

a brief summaryj Appendix A contains a proof of

a useful relation and in Appendix B we derive the

exact expression for the transition probabilities. All

the calculations were done in one dimension although

extension to higher dimensions can be porforned without

great difficulties.

2. HAPPED DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS



In section 7.1 of 1 we have Shown that the cqv

ariant form of the commutation relation of two operator^

£ SjS 1t is given by

where t/£ (p q) and^(p.q) are the covariant forns of

operators Â and § respectively, and

P = **f*tj / (2#2)

operates on both functions with the differential operator

P " Q. d% dP ' (2.3)

the arrow indicates on which function it applies. The

contravariant form is obtained by changing (Xm by

(see Appendix A of I ) in eq. (2.1)f

where e7L(p q) and f) (p q) are respectively the contra-

variant forms of X and 6, and

( 2 5 )

(a bar above any quantity stands for i t s contravariant

form). I t can be seen that in the l i m i t ^i~*° , both

o p e r a t o r s , ( 2 # 2 ) an(J {25) ^ ^ ^

Poisaon bracket ( 2. ^ . i 5 - \ , holding the classi-

cal correspondence. Now for an operator X which is a

function of P̂ iSi its Heisenberg equation of motion
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is given in the covariant form as

1'0 (2.6)
Ot

where

. ( 2. 7 )

i s the napped Liouvillian and̂ jr (p, q) the sapped Hasil-

tonian, both in the covariant fori; the

contravariant fora «ay be obtained without necessity of

doing a new derivation, i t suffices to substituta (Ag

—» t// and ^ • >f in eq. (2.6). In the saae

Fashion the Liouville aquation

has the «apped cevariant form

ifis(T,1.) (2 8)

and for the contravariant form we substitute í$( P7q#t)

by X5 (p.q.t) and ÍT by )t>» Formal solutions of sqs.

(2.6) and (2.8) are given, respectively, by

(2.10)

where € is the evolution operator and,

and i|< (p^q^t^) are the initial values. In

the case the Haniltonian be time dependent we shall
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have to consider the tine ordering evolution operator

however For our present purpose we shall restrict to

tiae independent Haailtonians.

Mean values

In § 3.2 of I we have shown that the sapped expres

sion of the static Mean value of an operator X is given

by

and that the contravariant form is related to the covâ r

iant by

with both D and D* operating oni/l(p;q). Now consider-

ing the tine dependent mean value, we propose to demon-

strate that
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Proof» Starting fro» eq. (2.13a) and using eq. (2.10)«

«e have

now expanding the evolution operator in power series

J«X - Q '̂
using the result (A.l) of Appendix A and doing the res

suaation, in this order» we obtain

In the same fashion we can arrive to the alternative

expressions

(2.14b)

3. THE GREEN FUNCTION ANO THE QUASI CAUSAL APPROXIMA-

TION (OCA).

The value of a mapped operator X - in its covariant

form, for Instance - at initial time tA, is related to
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its value at a later tine through the «volution kernel

or Green function by

with the condition that

(J.2)

where ç^ and q» are the values of «omentua and coordi -

nate at tine t0 while p and q- are the values at time

t. Substituting eq. (3*1) into eq« (2.6) and ainca

q t0) ie arbitrary we obtain

at
that has the formal solution

= e

For the DF in covariant'form we have the analogue of eq.

(3.1),

the Liouville equation for the Green function being

(J.4)

and the formal solution ia
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equations (3.4) and (3.7) differ fro* each other

in the sign in the exponent of tho evolution operator,

holding the relations

Obviously they do not imply a causal evolution of the

phase space points due to the quantum character of the

Liouvillian % ; however as lia S£ « J£g the causal

Green function is obtained

«here j> ( t-i» ) and q ( t - U ) are solutions of

Hamilton equations. On writting the Liouvillian, eq.

(2.7), «e introduce for convenience amadinensional p£

ranetsr c( (to be justified later) such that

where

and we expand «£ in powers of (<(•$ ), ,

(3.9)
where

and 5; »Je^ ; ve can see that the classical causality

is broken due to the terms of quantum origin ( X > 1 ) .

With this fact in mind we cand develop a semiclassical
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perturbative schema assuming that the terms in eq.(3.9)

with "H^J- are. corrections for the opera -

tor C **aett~*V responsible for the causal

evolution . Initially let consider the first two terns

of aq. (3.9) only, introduce then into eq. (3.6)

(3.10)

and write the equivalent integral equation,

where

(3.12)

The first tern on the RHS of aq. (3.11) is the solution

of the equation for 0( =* 0 while the second term, which

contains the "perturbation" 2Q± IS responsible for the

breaking of the classical causality. The solution of

aq. (3.11) may be obtained by sucessiva iteration

and each one introduces an additional tern

with higher power of

( 3. 1 3 a )

(3.13b)
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(3.13c)

tic--

Now if «a wish to consider the subsequent perturbative

ter» of equation (3.9), (*"$/#)£ » •»• nave to writs eq.

(3.6) as

since the solution of tha LHS has already been obtained^

eq. (3.11), we can write the integral form

which is solved iterativaly,

(3.16.)

( 3 < 1 6 b )

etc.. .

Fro» the abovs development wa sstablish that eu-.(3«13b)
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constitutas th« first order QCA for the Craen function;

if we want to go up to the second order

we have to consider eq. (3.16b),

-4 w r j

We can verify that in the limit A — Q we obtain the

Causal Approximation (CA) for the Green function, which

is the classical evolution for the phase space points .

It is important to pay attention to the fact that the

introduction of the parameter 4 was necessary in order

to avoid confusion with the ambiguous limit *4"*O .

The OF P (p,q,t) has incorporated in it the Planck

constant from too different origins» one source of U is

the initial OF at time t», while the other source is its

presence in the full Green function or in its approxjL, -

mate expressions (QCA). Therefore the introduction of

(X in the Green function permits to recognize each
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source of n in the avolwad OF at a later time t. IT

one takes simply the limit ~M~*o without th.i previous

introduction of <K into the DF we nay found some incon

wanipnt singularities (since the operators X± ) ^ ,etc..

nay bring down factors 4-) in the classical DF* ' which

are avoided by considering the classical liait

such that 0(—* O first(thus reaching the CA liait)and

Í\-+O thereafter. This order to take the Halts

peraits to verify wether the classical analogue of the

chosen initial OF exists, and if it exists it has to go

to the usual product

where p, (t) and <L(t) are the classical solutions. How

ever if one is not interested in the classical liaitfit

is sufficient to consider 0( • 1.

4. TRANSITION PROBABILITIES

In Appendix B we have derived an expressionteq.(B.5)

for the transition probability Si»-»*, froa a given ini -

tiel state m, at tiae t , to a final state ny at tine t,

with t y t, . The above discussed approximations for

the Green function can be introduced now in the calcula

tion of J«-* n. The Causal Approxiaation consist* to

employ eq. (3.13a) for the Green function that leads to
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whera pcj (t) , Pc|(t) »re solutions of Hamilton

aquations and we have to consider "£-••• and t.—* - •• .

For obtaining the first order QCA m substituta expras

sion (3.13b) for the Green function into eq.(B-5)• thus

yielding

^ " *~ •M-f J
i.

(4.2)

Consideration of higher order corrections will contrib-

ute with additional terms,to eq. (4.2),of higher powers

of «ij .

This scheme of calculating the total transition

probability is usefull for inelastic collisional prob -

lems; suppose, for instance, a structureless projectile-

striking a target with a. structure f for

which the Hamiltonian, eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are

already known. As a consequence of the collision the

target is led from the initial quantum state |m^ with

an eigenenergy E_, to the final state InS with eigen -

energy E^ ( C n>Cm). Now let (p-q) and (P-R) be the

phase space coordinates of the target and projectile

(relative motion) respectively, the DT at time t is writ

ten as

which means that initially target and projectile are un

correlated, being the target in state | m > while the
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projectile - a classical particle - is at position R#

(outside the intsractien range) with momentum J> •

At tha end of ths coll ision we look For tha probability

of the target be in the state | n ^ without being con-

cerned about tha rinal values of fl and P. Therefore the

final OF, for t-» «• , that *e have to take i s li, (p#q)

and ths transition probability for the first order QCA

J

]
J|# (4.3)

p_l (t) and q_j(t)j tha classical solutions of Hamil-

ton equations! depend on the initial values £t <̂> P

q at tine t# f and tha transition probability will depend

only upon P̂  .

5. SUfWARV

As a continuation of I, we have derived here the

napped forms of the main dynamical equations of quantum

mechanics, the Haiaanberg and Liouville equations; tus

have also written tha Green function and introduced the

Quasi Causal Approximation solution up to tha second

order. We have sat forth our point of view about tha

classical limit % —• o : In order to look for the

oxiatenca of a classical Of we have to take this limit

in the Green function and thereafter in the initial

quantum OF. Furthermore we hava derived

the tranaition probability expression and shown
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hm» it can be adapted for lemiciws^fc»* caí"'»Nations nf

inelastic collision problems.

APPENDIX A

We propose to demonstrate the follpuiing relation

ProofI Vritting X in the expanded form

s?. J. t
and substituting this expression in the left hand side

of eq. (A.I) leads to

Now, since D is a first order derivative operator an

integration by parts gives

(A.2)

furthermore we can use the following property of first

order derivatives,

(A.3a)
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WMUIW tí.tí pliffia OH the* õUm Symbol i.iuaiio tuti l litd âuul i â

restricted to the condition M~f-l/ - 1*1 . Anal

Substitution of eqs. (A.3) into eq. (A.2) leads to

since the sum over m together with the restricted sums

over M and V is equivalent to the unrestricted sums

over u and |/ . Performing thB Bum over tA givas

where the second equality follows from the relation (2.

10) that links the covariant to the contravariants forms.

Using this last result into expression (A.4), and perfo£

Ring the sum over V , gives
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so resulting the RHS of relation

APPENDIX B

Transition probability

Let consider two states at different tines»

and | t H * ( l ^ with i >"U , we write the transition

probability fron statefm^to state|n)after an elapsed time

JU»

(B.I)

However eq. (3*4) from I permits to write

(B.2a)

and

(B.2b)

where K (Ti<| j *» *' ) *" the transforming kernel that

links the (p,q) - representation to the ( * t * ) - repre

sentation. Now we substitute eqs. (B.2) into eq. (B.I) ,

(B.J)



where

Tharafora aubstituting the above result in eq.(B.J) and

integrating by parts we obtain

(B.Aa)

or

Writting 9q. (B.4a) in terms of the Green function, eqs.

(3.5) and (3.7) gi t f e s

-,».) c*

(B.J)
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